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establish	Perrone’s	importance	to	future	generations	by	analyzing	his	performance	characteristics	and	comparing	them	with	latter	practice	characteristics.		Based	on	extensive	fieldwork	and	analyses	of	bibliographical	materials	and	a	large	discography,	Aquino	concludes	that	the	bossa	nova	period	represents	a	gap	with	respect	to	drum	set	practices	and	the	division	between	traditional	and	modern	performances.		 Smith	(2014)	provided	a	more	in-depth	and	modern	vision	of	the	current	drum	set	performance	scene	in	Brazil.	The	purpose	of	his	research	was	to	analyze	current	practices	through	fieldwork	and	interviews	with	important	and	currently	active	Brazilian	drummers	such	as	Ramon	Montagner,	Eduardo	Ribeiro,	and	Celso	de	Almeida.	Smith	concluded	that	performing	samba	on	the	drum	set	has	become	a	continuing	and	growing	interest	for	drummers	around	the	world.	Although	many	method	books	approach	the	subject,	they	seem	to	lack	important	elements	of	contemporary	Brazilian	drum	set	playing	that	most	renowned	professionals	learned	and	developed	through	oral	tradition	and	actual	performances	rather	than	in	practice	rooms.	 		 The	rhythmic	patterns	in	Brazilian	popular	music	styles	are	very	important	because	they	apply	to	harmonic	and	melodic	instruments	as	well.	The	guitar,	for	example,	is	one	of	the	most	important	instruments	in	Brazilian	music,	appearing	in	many	settings	of	different	styles.	Lopes	(2013)	conducted	a	study	investigating	a	playing	approach	known	as	“Brazilian	guitar”	–	a	term	referring	to	a	playing	approach	rather	than	a	different	instrument.	Lopes’	eventual	goal	was	to	develop	a	methodology	to	teach	Brazilian	guitar	performance	style.	After	analyzing	a	series	of	solos	and	accompaniments	from	recordings	and	interviewing	professional	guitar	players	and	teachers,	Lopes	concluded	that	this	performance	approach	is	characterized	by	unique	rhythm	components.	To	teach	it,	the	
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Figure	4.17.	Samba	main	patterns	with	syllables.													Access	audio	samples	 		One-by-one,	each	of	the	patterns	will	be	developed	into	Level	1	CM-images,	starting	with		the	chocalho	(shaker)	pattern,	then	the	1st	surdo,	followed	by	the	2nd	surdo,	and	finally	the		telecoteco	pattern,	which	is	the	most	complex	among	all	four	patterns.	The	steps	are:	1. Listen	to	samba	tunes.	2. Listen	to	chocalho	pattern	isolated	3. Listen	and	recognize	chocalho	pattern	in	a	variety	of	samba	tunes.	4. Audiate	chocalho	pattern.	5. Vocalize	chocalho	pattern.	6. Observe	performances	and	observe	how	to	perform	the	chocalho	pattern.	7. Associate	vision,	action,	and	sound	(motor-mimesis)	of	the	chocalho	pattern.	
		
61	8. Synthesize	the	prior	seven	steps	into	CMI	Level	1	of	the	chocalho	pattern.	9. Engage	in	trial-and-error	practice	of	the	chocalho	pattern	under	supervision.	The	students	should	follow	all	nine	steps	for	the	1st	surdo,	2nd	surdo,	and	telecoteco	patterns,	respectively.		 After	developing	the	Level	1	CM-images	for	all	four	patterns,	students	will	develop	a	Level	2	CM-image	combining	the	chocalho	and	the	1st	surdo	patterns.	When	listening,	be	aware	of	the	possibility	of	variations	and	that,	in	several	tunes,	some	patterns	may	be	played	by	different	instruments.	For	example,	the	surdo	pattern	may	be	played	on	the	drum	set’s	bass	drum,	floor	tom,	or	other	traditional	instruments.	Additionally,	patterns	could	be	varied.	Similarly,	the	chocalho	pattern	may	be	played	by	a	great	variety	of	shakers,	
reco-recos	(traditional	instrument	similar	to	a	guiro),	hi-hat,	etc.	Regardless	of	which	instrument	is	playing	the	pattern,	the	student	needs	to	be	able	to	recognize	it.	The	instructor	will	need	to	guide	the	student	very	thoroughly	during	this	step.	The	more	students	listen	and	recognize	possibilities,	the	less	involved	the	instructor	should	be.	From	an	instructor’s	perspective,	it	is	important	to	challenge	the	students	or	else	they	will	not	become	able	to	develop	recognition	skills.		The	steps	to	develop	the	Level	2	CM-image	with	




62	4. Associate	vision,	action,	and	sound	(motor-mimesis)	of	both	patterns	simultaneously.	5. 	Synthesize	the	prior	four	steps	into	CMI	Level	2.	6. Engage	in	trial-and-error	practice	of	both	patterns	together.	After	developing	the	Level	2	CM-image	with	the	chocalho	and	1st	surdo	patterns,	students	will	develop	the	Level	3	CM-image	by	adding	the	2nd	surdo	pattern	through	the	following	steps:	1. Listen	to	samba	tunes,	trying	to	recognize	all	three	patterns	at	the	same	time.	2. Audiate	patterns	simultaneously.	3. Vocalize	patterns	simultaneously	as	shown	in	Figure	4.19		
	

























































































































Virtual	Learning	Sequence	•  Listen	to	pattern	1	and	2	simultaneously	•  Audiate	patterns	1	and	2	simultaneously	•  Vocalize	pattern	1	and	2	simultaneously	•  Motor-mimesis	of	pattern	1	and	2	simultaneously	•  CMI	level	2		
Bridge	•  Mental	practice	of	CMI	level	2	Motor	Learning	Sequence	•  Physical	practice	of	CMI	level	2			





86	different	or	there	will	be	no	strumming.	The	following	steps	exemplify	the	procedures	to	learn	the	bossa	nova	groove	on	guitar:	1. Pattern	development	cycle	1st	time:	During	the	1st	cycle	the	motor-mimesis	step	will	develop	associations	between	the	2nd	surdo	pattern	and	the	right-hand	thumb.	No	use	of	the	left	hand	yet;	therefore,	during	the	actual	physical	practice	the	student	will	play	on	the	open-string	A.	2. Pattern	development	cycle	2nd	time:	Repeat	step	1	to	develop	the	1st	surdo	pattern,	which	is	played	with	the	same	thumb	on	the	E	string.	Remember	it	has	a	different	inflection	than	the	2nd	surdo;	it	has	a	subtle	weight,	making	it	slightly	stronger.		3. Pattern	development	cycle	3rd	time:	Still	with	the	right	hand,	develop	the	bossa	nova	pattern	using	the	appropriate	fingers	(index,	middle,	ring	fingers).	Do	not	use	the	left	hand	yet.	Play	the	pattern	on	the	G,	B,	and	high	E	open	strings.	4. 1st	combination	cycle:	Combine	both	adapted	surdo	patterns	and	play	with	a	metronome.	This	is	an	easier	task	on	the	guitar	since	they	are	both	played	with	the	same	hand.		5. 2nd	combination	cycle:	Combine	all	three	patterns	on	the	right	hand	with	open	strings.	6. 2nd	combination	cycle	2nd	time:	Develop	the	left	hand	alone.	Place	the	left-hand	fingers	on	the	notes	shown	in	the	chord	in	Figure	4.36.	Practice	the	change	made	by	the	index	finger	moving	from	C	to	G	with	the	use	of	a	metronome.	7. 2nd	combination	cycle	3rd	time:	Combine	both	hands.	Remember	that	for	each	cycle,	students	are	redoing	all	the	steps	from	the	VLS;	this	involves	enough	repetitions	to	solidify	the	authenticity	and	motor	skills	of	each	pattern.	
		









90	caixa	pattern	is	played	with	the	left	hand	on	the	snare	drum,	and	the	chocalho	pattern	with	the	left	foot	on	the	hi-hat.	Isolating	the	patterns	according	to	which	side	of	the	body	plays	each	of	them,	the	surdo	and	repinique	patterns	are	on	the	right,	while	the	caixa	and	chocalho	are	on	the	left.	After	accounting	for	metrical	hierarchy	and	psychomotor	factors,	the	student	will	overlap	both	parameters	to	determine	a	sequence	that	is	gradually	increasing	in	difficulty.	In	some	situations	there	will	be	more	than	one	possible	option,	depending	on	the	level	of	difficulty	of	each	pattern	in	each	limb.	In	this	particular	example,	there	are	a	few	options	for	sequencing.	Based	on	my	experience	as	a	drum	set	instructor,	I	would	recommend	that	a	right-handed	student	practice	each	pattern	played	with	the	right-side	limbs	first,	followed	by	each	pattern	played	with	the	left	side.	Considering	both	metrical	hierarchy	and	psychomotor	factors,	the	sequence	would	be:	repinique	(divisions,	right	hand),	3rd	surdo	(elongations	and	divisions,	right	foot),	chocalho	(microbeat,	left	foot),	and	caixa	(complex	pattern,	left	hand).	Since	the	drum	set	is	adaptable	for	left-handers,	the	student	could	switch	right	for	left.	The	steps	for	a	drum	set	student	will	be	as	follows:	1-4 .	Use	cycle	1	for	each	single	pattern	separately	following	the	defined	sequence.	5. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	repinique	and	3rd	surdo	(right	limbs)	6. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	chocalho	and	caixa	(left	limbs).	7. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	repinique	and	caixa	(hands).	8. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	surdo	and	chocalho	(feet).	9. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	repinique	and	chocalho.		10. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	surdo	and	caixa.	11. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	repinique,	surdo,	and	chocalho.		12. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	repinique,	surdo,	and	caixa.		13. Use	combining	cycle	to	combine	chocalho,	caixa,	and	repinique	
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ã 42 œ Œ œ Œ
ã 42 Œ œ Œ œ
ã 42 .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ
ã 42 Œ .œ œ Œ œ œ œ
ã 42 Œ œ œ Œ .œ œ Œ œ œ ‰ jœ ≈ œ œ
ã 42 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã 42 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã 42 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã 42 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã 42 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã 42 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã 42 ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã 42 œ œ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ
ã 42 .1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1












Tu                               Tu
Tum                             Tum
Tu  -   Tu-Tum - Tum Tu   -  Tu-Tum  - Tum
Tum  -  Tu              Tum-Tum - Tu
Tum-Tum                    Tum   -   Tu                  Tum - Tum               Tum     -    Tum  - Tu
T-K-Ts-K-T-K-Ts-K    T-K-Ts-K-T-K-Ts-K
Ts-K-T-K-Ts-K-T-K    Ts-K-T-K-Ts-K-T-K
T-K-T-Pa- T-K-T-Pa    T-K-T-Pa- T-K-T-Pa
Pa-K-T-Pa-Pa-K-T-Pa  Pa-K-T-Pa-Pa-K-T-Pa
Pa-K-T-Pa-K-T-Pa-K    Pa-K-T-Pa-K-Bzz-K
Pa-K-T-Pa-K-T-Pa-K    Pa-K-Pa-K-T-Bzz-K
>          >  >           >    >           >  >          >
>           >           >         >           >
>           >           >        >       >
(co)TecoTe co Te Le co   TecoTecoTeLecoTe
TecoTecoTeLecoTe   co  TecoTe co Te Le co
Basic vocabulary for samba












ã 42 œ Œ œ Œ
ã 42 Œ œ Œ œ
ã 42 .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ
ã 42 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã 42 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã 42 .œ œ ‰ Jœ ‰ Jœ ≈ .Jœ
ã 42 ≈ œ œ ‰ Jœ œ œ ≈ .Jœ
ã 42 ≈ œ œ ‰ Jœ ‰ Jœ ≈ œ œ









Basic vocabulary for bossa nova
Tu                                     Tu
Tum                                Tum
Tu   -   Tu-Tum  -  Tum   Tu    -    Tu-Tum  - Tum
T- K-Ts-K- T- K- Ts-K     T-K-Ts-K - T-K-Ts-K
Ts-K-T-K  - Ts-K-T -K     Ts-K-T-K - Ts-K-T-K
Pa    -   Pa     -     Pa                   Pa       -   Pa
Teco-Teco     -   Teco     Teco-Teco    -   Teco    
Teco-Teco   -   Teco              Teco  -    Teco-Teco 










ã œ Œ œ Œ
ã Œ œ Œ œ
ã .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ
ã x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Basic vocabulary for choro
Tu                                       Tu
Tum                                    Tum
Tu   -    Tu-Tum  -   Tum   Tu    -   Tu -Tum  -  Tum
K-Ts-K-Ts - K-Ts-K-Ts      K-Ts-K-Ts -K-Ts-K-Ts
 T-Ts-Ts-K - T-Ts-Ts-K      T-Ts-Ts-K  - T-Ts-Ts-K










ã x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã .œ œ Œ .œ œ Œ
ã .œ œ ‰ jœ .œ œ ‰ jœ
ã .œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ œ
ã .œ œ ≈ œ œ .œ œ ≈ œ œ
ã .œ œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ œ œ
ã ‰ Jœ œ œ ‰ Jœ œ œ
ã ≈ .Jœ œ œ ≈ .Jœ œ œ
ã ≈ .Jœ .œ œ ≈ .Jœ .œ œ
ã ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ
Basic vocabulary for baião
T - K-Tin-Gy- T - K-Tin-Gy      T - K-Tin-Gy - T - K -Tin-Gy
K -Tin-Gy- T - K- Tin-Gy -T      K-Tin-Gy-T  -  K-Tin-Gy-T
Tu     -     Tum                            Tu        -    Tum
Tu       -    Tu        -      Tum        Tu        -    Tu       -       Tum
Tu       -    Tu-Tum  -   Tum        Tu        -    Tu -Tum  - Tum
Tu     -    Tu     -   Tum  - Tum    Tu     -     Tu    -    Tum  -  Tum
Tu     -    Tu -Tum-Tum - Tum   Tu     -    Tu -Tum-Tum - Tum
Pa    -    Pa   -   Pa                        Pa    -   Pa   -    Pa 
Pa     -      Pa   -   Pa                    Pa      -      Pa   -   Pa
Pa      -       Pa     -     Pa              Pa        -     Pa     -     Pa











ã 44 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
ã œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã .œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã .œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã œ œ œ œ .œ œ .œ œ œ œ œ .œ œ .œ
ã œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ
ã œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ã ≈ .J1 1 1 ≈ .J1 1 1 ≈ .J1 1 1 ≈ .J1 1 1
ã 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ts  -  T - K - Ts  -   T - K - Ts   -  T - K - Ts  -   T - K      Ts  -  T - K - Ts   -  T - K - Ts  -  T - K - Ts  -  T - K
Pa-Bzz-T-K - T-Bzz-T -K - T-Bzz -T- K   T-Bzz -T- K     Pa-Bzz-T-K - T-Bzz-T -K - T-Bzz -T- K   T-Bzz -T- K
Bzz  -  T  - K-Bzz-T -K -  T-Bzz-T- K  -  T-Bzz -T- K    Bzz    -  T  - K-Bzz-T -K -  T-Bzz -T- K -  T-Bzz -T- K
Bzz  -  T  - Pa- K- Pa-K - T-Bzz-T- K  -  T-Bzz -T- K      Bzz   -   T - Pa- K- Pa-K  - T-Bzz-T - K - T-Bzz -T- K
Tum     -    Tum -  Tum  -  Tu-Tum    -     Tu-Tum            Tum     -    Tum -  Tum  -  Tu-Tum    -     Tu-Tum
Tum     -     Tu-Tum     -    Tu-Tum    -     Tu-Tum            Tum     -     Tu-Tum     -    Tu-Tum    -     Tu-Tum
Tum     -     Tu-Tum - Tu - Tu -Tum - Tu -Tu-Tum - Tu    Tum     -     Tu-Tum - Tu - Tu -Tum - Tu -Tu-Tum - Tu
Ke    -     Ke  -  Ke        -     Ke    -     Ke  -  Ke                  Ke    -     Ke  -  Ke        -     Ke    -     Ke  -  Ke   
Koh-Keh - Koh  -Keh  -  Koh-Keh-Keh-Koh-Keh          Koh - Keh - Koh  -Keh  -  Koh-Keh-Keh-Koh-Keh        











	 Strongly		Disagree	 	Disagree	 	Undecided	 	Agree	 Strongly	Agree	1	-	The	technical	skills	are	very	high.	 	 	 	 	 	2	-	The	level	of	authenticity	is	very	high	 	 	 	 	 	3	-	This	ensemble	is	native	Brazilian	 	 	 	 	 		Sample	recording	2:	Mark	your	answers	with	an	X.	
	 Strongly		Disagree	 	Disagree	 	Undecided	 	Agree	 Strongly	Agree	1	-	The	technical	skills	are	very	high.	 	 	 	 	 	2	-	The	level	of	authenticity	is	very	high	 	 	 	 	 	3	-	This	ensemble	is	native	Brazilian	 	 	 	 	 		Sample	recording	3:	Mark	your	answers	with	an	X.	




	 Strongly		Disagree	 	Disagree	 	Undecided	 	Agree	 Strongly	Agree	1	-	The	technical	skills	are	very	high.	 	 	 	 	 	2	-	The	level	of	authenticity	is	very	high	 	 	 	 	 	3	-	This	ensemble	is	native	Brazilian	 	 	 	 	 		Sample	recording	5:	Mark	your	answers	with	an	X.	
	 Strongly		Disagree	 	Disagree	 	Undecided	 	Agree	 Strongly	Agree	1	-	The	technical	skills	are	very	high.	 	 	 	 	 	2	-	The	level	of	authenticity	is	very	high	 	 	 	 	 	3	-	This	ensemble	is	native	Brazilian	 	 	 	 	 		Sample	recording	6:	Mark	your	answers	with	an	X.	




	 Strongly		Disagree	 	Disagree	 	Undecided	 	Agree	 Strongly	Agree	1	-	The	technical	skills	are	very	high.	 	 	 	 	 	2	-	The	level	of	authenticity	is	very	high	 	 	 	 	 	3	-	This	ensemble	is	native	Brazilian	 	 	 	 	 	
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